In this work, the particle swarm optimization is used as an optimization optical rectification coefficient for square double quantum wells. By combining this algorithm together with numerical solution of Schrodinger  equation, and using the density-matrix method we found the wells structure that the optical rectification coefficient is maximum. Application of this algorithm to the structure of asymmetric double quantum wells shows that the optical rectification coefficient is 
semiconductor quantum wells. Studies on these structures offer a wide range of potential applications for photo-electronic devices. Include semiconductor lasers, far-infrared laser amplifiers, infrared photo-detectors, optical memories, quantum computing, and all optical switches (Kristaedter, 1996; Faist et al., 1994; Choi et al., 1987) . In the present work, we optimize the nonlinear optical rectification associated with intersubband transitions within the conduction band for asymmetric double quantum wells (ASDQWs) which is composed of two quantum wells with different widths separated by a barrier. For this purpose, by the numerical methods we obtain the energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the system and then using the particle swarm optimization method and by the variation of different values of the well parameters, width of barrier and mole fractional for two wells, obtain the optimum structure for rectification coefficient are determined. The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, with the compact density matrix approach and iterative method, the Hamiltonian, relevant eigenstates and eigenenergies, and the analytical expression for the linear and nonlinear susceptibility are described. In section 3, mathematical model, the algorithm particle swarm optimizations are introduced and the rectification coefficient was applied function that we intent optimize the rectification coefficient. Our numerical results and a brief summary are presented in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.
Theory.
In the effective mass approximation, the one-dimensional Schrodinger  equation with constant mass m* of an electron confined in ASDQWs, is given by:
where the one-dimensional V(z) is potential profile of the ASDQWs and introduced as: 
The origin of the growth direction z is taken to be the center of the structure, ( ) z By using the numerical method one can be obtained the energy levels and corresponding wave function for electrons in conduction band of ASDQWs. For calculation nonlinear optical rectification coefficient corresponding to the optical transitions between two energy eigenstates, it must be used the density-matrix method (Ahn and Chuang, 1987; Kelin et al. 1991) .
Assume that the system under consideration is excited by an electromagnetic field such as:
where  is the external field-frequency applied to the system with a polarization vector normal to the ASDQWs along the z -direction. Then, the time-dependent equation of the density matrix operator  is given by:
H is the Hamiltonian for this system without the electromagnetic field ( ) E t , q is the electronic charge,
 is the unperturbed density matrix operator, [,] is the quantum mechanical commutator and  is the operator responsible for the damping due to the electron-phonon interaction, collisions among electrons, etc. It is assumed that  is a diagonal matrix and its elements are equal to the inverse of relaxation time T. Eq. (4) can be solved using an usual iterative method (Boyd, 2003) :
The electronic polarization of the square quantum wells can be expanded as Eq.(5). We will restrict ourselves to considering the first two orders, i.e [8] .
  Using the same density matrix formalism as in (Boyd, 2003) , we have calculated the expression of 0  1 2  2 2  1 1  2  2  2  2  2  0  21  12  21  12 2 , 
Optimization Model
In this paper the PSO is used to optimize the ASDQWs structure in order to maximize the nonlinear optical rectification coefficient. PSO algorithm is a population-based stochastic optimization method. The algorithm is derived by the social behavior of bird flocks, colonies of insects, schools of fishes, and groups of animals feeding and traveling together. The algorithm is started by initializing a population of random solutions called particles and searches for the best position by updating production through the following velocity and position update equations. The velocity and position are updated by the following equations: 
P
is the optimal coordinate value of the k th particle obtained so far and Best G is the best coordinate value found so far in the whole swarm. 
3-1. Application of the PSO for nonlinear optical rectification coefficient of ASDQWs
The main steps of optimization are as follows:
Step1. Initialize stochastically positions of the particles in the pre-specified ranges.
Here the positions represent the width of two wells and barrier and mole fractional for two wells. In practice, if boundaries exist the following restrictions also need to be enforced:
, where min X and max X are pre-specified constants. Based on this, the PSO algorithm will be able to find the global optimum point in sequence iterations.
Step2. Usage of five input data for solving Schrodinger  equation to calculate eigenenergy and eigenfunction and the calculate the absorption coefficient for initial populations.
For each particle j ,the velocity and position of particles can be updated.
Step3. Update the positions according to formula(9) and (10) and then go back to step 2.
Step4. Terminate the optimization process and print the result if the target of optimization is met, or the allowed maximum number of iteration is reached.
Results and Discussion
Optical properties of quantum wells are strongly related to the energy eigenvalues and their corresponding wave functions. Having given that a small change in the width of the wells, barrier and mole fractional of Al change the energy eigenstates and wave functions of the system. The parameters used in this paper are as follows: ( x corresponding mole fractional of Al ). Using the above optimization algorithm we determine the optimal structure parameter. In order to use the PSO algorithm, minimum amounts which there are two energy levels for quantum wells are obtained. Rang of particles in the width and height of two wells and separated by a barrier are to be: Table. 1. 
48.38 29.73 100 100.0016
As the PSO algorithm is a random statistical algorithm, the typical convergence plots of PSO for finding optimal absorption for 100 iterations is shown in Fig.1 . In this figure shows that by using the PSO algorithm after 40 iteration optical rectification coefficient has a constant value which is equal to As respects the shape of double quantum well is asymmetric, variation of the optical rectification coefficient versus of the photon energy is plotted in Fig.3 . This indicates that resonance peak at photon energy value of 17.672 (meV) as expected corresponding to difference between two first energy levels. From this figure we see that the magnitude of the resonant peak is 
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have performed the numerical calculations to solve the Schrodinger  equation in order to find energy eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of ASDQWs. The calculations mainly focus we to find the optimum parameters to maximize the nonlinear optical rectification coefficient. For this purpose we used the particle swarm optimization.
